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Commonly known as desktop computers or personal computers (PCs), microcomputers provide decentralized computing power for a wide number of business functions, especially those involving individual productivity tasks. The category "microcomputer," though somewhat of an anachronism now, distinguishes these machines from the traditionally larger, more powerful mainframes and minicomputers (also called midrange computers) that dominated business computing before the 1980s. IBM didn't invent the microcomputer, but its adoption of the format opened the floodgates for rapid innovation and adoption of these machines. There are four different types of computers: microcomputer, minicomputer, mainframe computer, and supercomputer. World first supercomputer was CDC 6600. The main difference between supercomputer and mainframes is that supercomputer has a speed of calculations and mostly used for space scientific and engineering related problems i.e. data crunching while mainframe servers are used for transaction processes. The smallest computers, used mainly for personal use are called microcomputers. b. mainframe computers. c. supercomputers. d. mainframe computers. RAM is a a. Memory unit that stores information where you can write to it, or read from it. b. Memory that cannot be changed by anyone. c. Is a control unit of the operating system. d. Stands for Read Access Memory. Computer viruses. 8. b. plotter. c. scanner. d. imager. Your computer may be infected with Virus by one of the following reasons: a. Download files from internet. b. Using infected Disk. c. using Anti Virus. d. Both (a) and (b). What is the maximum capacity for floppy diskette? a. 1.2 MB b. 1.4 MB c. 2.0 MB d. 1.4 GB. Similar documents.